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Pauw has
shown
remarkable
courage in
the face
of evil
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ORDS feel hopelessly
inadequate, but words
can reflect convictions, and from that
can come change.
We have to believe
that. We have to trust that the
abhorrent suffering Vera Pauw has
had to carry around for more than
half of her life can be eased by
words of support, by vows to fight
for better, by promises that the suffocating misery of silence will not
be accepted as the way things are.
All we have for Vera Pauw are
words but, if we believe what we
say, if we make good on the flood of
words that have greeted her
extraordinary act of bravery on
Friday night, then they matter.
This mighty figure has had a
tremendous impact on Irish sport
since being appointed manager of
the women’s team, but her influence has now spread far beyond the
confines of professional soccer.
She is a national figure. Her story
has filled headlines over the past
24 hours. Pauw is one more woman
who has somehow mustered the
courage to share a horrendous

speaking
out: Vera
Pauw’s brave
admission can
be a force for
real change

She has thrived
professionally
while under a
burden most
cannot imagine
experience, knowing the pain and
scrutiny it will attract, hoping that
it will serve someone else in
similar straits.
And pain was palpable in
Pauw’s statement. One section in
particular was heart-wrenching.
‘For these past 35 years I have
kept the abuse private,’ she wrote.
‘I have allowed the memory of it
to control my life, to fill me with
daily pain and anguish, to dominate
my inner feelings.
‘To many I am seen as a brash and
loud football coach and manager, a
tough woman who has risen to the
top in a man’s world. Nothing could
be further from the truth.’
Just imagine the effort, the
discipline, the sacrifices, it has
taken to reach the level in her sport
that Pauw now occupies.
She has thrived professionally and
in a public-facing role, while stooped
under a burden that for most of us
is, blessedly, unimaginable.
And then recall the stand-out role
Pauw played last October when
there were fresh revelations of
abuse scandals in US women’s
soccer. The powerful views she
offered then are cast in a sombre
light by what we now know.
‘It is all over the world and it’s
happening on a daily basis,’ she said
then. ‘That’s the only thing I want to
say about it because there are
people who want to change things.
‘I play my part in all that,’ she
said. ‘I always played my part and

I never came out with that to protect people, but it is something that
is going on for too long. I am happy
I am not the only one any more.
‘There are a lot of people of course
standing on the barricades.
‘I have always chosen to do it
behind the scenes but, trust me, it’s
happening all over the world. Everywhere where I have coached.’
We understand now just how well
Pauw knows about the culture of
abuse and the wretched power mismatches that have stalked women in
sport, as they have haunted them in
every other facet of life. And don’t
doubt for a second that this is a
story, at least in part, about power.
Most power imbalances don’t
degenerate into depravity of the
sort inflicted on Pauw, but an
assumption of superiority, and a
desire to wield power over
someone viewed as weaker, can
have consequences that ruin lives.
The historian Dominic Sandbrook
wrote in these pages recently about
the prevalence of rape in times of
war, the topic given a ghastly new
relevance by the conduct of some
Russian soldiers in Ukraine.
And he detailed how, since the
first recorded histories, it has been
used to emphasise the power of
invading and vengeful armies over
terrified citizens, invariably women
and children. Power corrupts and it
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does so in wicked ways far removed
from wars.
Her status as an up-and-coming
footballing talent was no protection
for Vera Pauw against some
powerful men who presumed they
could do as they liked.
She has stood up to them, and her
stance is a massive story in Ireland
but also in her native Netherlands.

Imagine what
it was like for her
as she prepared
to go public
with her story
The Dutch Football Association
have scrambled to react, with
statements of regret and vows to
make amends.
Yet imagine what it has been like
for her as she prepared to go public
with her story.
Imagine the pain in recalling what
happened, and sharing the details
of the attacks against her, all while
knowing that it would immediately
dominate news cycles. And this

after a week in which she brought
her team to Georgia ,where they
stormed a game closer to a World
Cup play-off place.
It feels trite to hail her strength,
yet it is impossible not to be left
reeling by it.
She is a remarkable figure.
One part of her statement does
need qualifying, though.
It’s when she wrote, as quoted
above, that she is seen as brash and
tough, as a woman who has risen to
the top of a man’s game.
She may not feel as tough as she
is perceived, and that is in itself
testament again to her strength, as
she summoned up a face to present
to the watching world that masked
the agonies she had internalised.
The perception of her, she said,
‘could not be further from the
truth’. But she has thrived. She has,
despite the horrors forced on her,
succeeded in a world hostile to
women with ambitions.
That part of her story cannot be
tainted by someone else’s evil.
In reporting the rape and other
attacks she suffered to the police,
and with the Dutch FA seeking
more discussion with her, Pauw
knows that what she suffered
cannot be neatly tied up and stored
away.
The story will run, and she will be
asked about it, and it will frame

how she is perceived in some
cases.
That she was able to endure, let
alone succeed to such an extent
while keeping the stories of what
happened to her mostly to herself,
is both amazing and heart-breaking, but telling it to the world will
present new challenges.
As she wrote in her statement, ‘I
know there will be more heartache
to come’.
Her determination to help others
by doing so was made clear, too. ‘I
know going public is going to throw
the spotlight on my life in a manner
I have never experienced before,
but I also hope that other young
footballers and coaches who were
exposed to anything like the rape
and abuse I suffered will now feel
brave enough to come forward and
share their stories’.
And this is where the rest of us
can help. We can listen to her story
and others like them, and those of
us in a position to amplify them
must do so, too.
We can offer our words of
support but we can take the words
of others, the testimonies of abuse
and of suffering, and put them out
in the world.
They need to be read and
absorbed. That is some minor way
of honouring the story and the
bravery of people like Vera Pauw.
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ERMANY sat fourth on
the list of rowing gold
medals by country
before the start of these
Olympics.
East Germany were second on the table – with all that
infers about the former country’s
approach to Olympic competition.
But the modern Germany placed
fourth with their haul of 23 golds in
the sport, an impressive tally that
has not been improved in Japan.
The country did pick up a couple
of silvers in Tokyo Bay, and the
jubilant reaction to one of them
was another indication of the standards reached by Ireland’s golden
boat on Thursday morning.
The German pair of Jonathan
Rommelmann and Jason Osborne
had led for much of the men’s lightweight doubles final, taking off at a
strong pace and obviously understanding what the Irish tactics
would be.
Fintan McCarthy and Paul
O’Donovan duly did what was
expected of them: maintained a
consistent pace, then added speed
in the final quarter to pull free of
the exhausted German efforts.
Yet when the boats crossed the
line, it was the German one causing
a splash. Rommelmann and
Osborne punched the air in jubilation before turning to the Irish pair
with thumbs up gestures.
O’Donovan responded in kind,
like he was acknowledging a giddy
younger sibling.
But that German delight was a
powerful commentary on the level
that McCarthy and O’Donovan
have made their everyday expectation in the past two years.
It is a rare standard, one that a
powerful German boat, sailing out
of one of the strongest rowing traditions on the planet, cannot meet.
But falling just short of it left their
team celebrating wildly.
And that is one of the more important after-effects of what happened
this week.
An Irish Olympic team, trained in
Ireland and supported by the Irish
high-performance system, can set
the standards for the world.
It won’t happen in many sports; it
won’t happen in most of them. But
it can be done.
It was achieved in boxing through
two Olympic cycles, until the architect of the plan was treated abysmally and took his expertise
elsewhere.
The departure of Billy Walsh is
one factor in the decline in the Irish
system, but the success of Aidan
Walsh, the brilliance of Kellie Harrington and the promise shown in

digest the Olympic experience is
much more doubtful.
On Wednesday, the day McCarthy
and O’Donovan blitzed their way
into the final, Tokyo recorded over
3,000 cases of Covid-19 in a single
day, for the first time since the pandemic began.
The cost borne by Japan for this
Olympics will only become fully
apparent after the Games are over,
after the medallists have departed,
after the vanquished have left in
hurries of their own.
Paul O’Donovan’s passing mention of the fact that his brother was
probably in the air, flying home,
when he was winning gold with
McCarthy, was a brief but startling
insight into the cold way business
must be done during a pandemic.
When a competitor is finished, or
when their role is fulfilled as in the
case of a reserve like Gary
O’Donovan, they get out.

bittersweet: Fintan McCarthy and Paul O’Donovan show off
their gold medals while (left) Sanita Puspure suffers heartbreak

the performances of Michaela
Walsh and Kurt Walker in Tokyo
provide the basis for a re-build.
High performance relies on
organisation, funding and support
structures.
But talent is paramount.
Skibbereen is an oasis in Irish
rowing in that regard, but there has
been an extensive tradition in Irish
rowing dating back decades, too.
History plays its part, as Aidan
Walsh referencing Hugh Russell
in the early hours of Friday
morning showed.
McCarthy and O’Donovan are the
first Irish rowers to win Olympic
gold, but they will be familiar with
the tales of some of those who went
before, the agonising fate of Sean
Drea, the men’s coxless fours of
1996, and even the heartache visited upon Sanita Puspure in 2012

and 2016. And at
some point in the
past 48 hours, they
will have taken time
to think on the fresh
pain suffered by
Puspure, even as
the waves they
churned up on their
way to gold were
still rippling through the water.
They were feeling the weight
of gold medals in their hands
while their team-mate sailed into
new pain.
Puspure’s harrowing Olympic
experiences are, in their way,
another illustration of just what
Fintan McCarthy and Paul
O’Donovan achieved.
This is a brutal arena: not just the
rowing, but the Olympics. The
competition is intense, and even
favourites for medals rely on a
the alignment of form and fitness
on a given day, or over a series
of them.
These are the country’s finest,
pitting their talent against the best
from the rest of the world.
Rowing superpowers like Britain,
Germany, Italy, the US, Canada and
Australia have ruled the sport for

decades. And for an Irish boat to
dominate as the lightweight duo
have done, through European and
world championships, and now at
the Olympics, is a feat of sporting
brilliance on a par with anything
previously achieved in the name of
Irish sport.

T

here was another interesting effect of their success: it made the concerns
around this Covid Olympics recede, even just
a little.
Reports from on the ground in
Tokyo attest to local enthusiasm,
but these are opinions gauged from
afar as members of the foreign
media are, along with other visitors
on Olympic business, rigorously
limited in where they can go and
what they can do.
It was always likely that once
medals started to appear, criticism
of the Games going ahead would
dissipate, and the fact is that for
anyone who is not a resident of
Tokyo, the Games will be completed and they will depart with
happy memories.
Whether residents of the city will
be able to so quickly and pleasantly

‘an irish team
is setting
standards
for the rest
of the world’
The virus has lent an even harder
edge to the business of winning.
And despite it, the winning stories
still get written.
Before the Games, some close to
the Irish Olympic effort suggested
three to four medals was a realistic
target. The men’s lightweight double sculls were considered the best
chance, and duly delivered.
Then came Jack Woolley, Kellie
Harrington, and perhaps Rhys
McClenaghan. The men’s boxing
team producing a medal is a pleasant surprise, while the devastation
of Woolley was another instance of
the Olympics proving a cold house
for most dreams.
McClenaghan will be fancied to
take a podium place in this morning’s final of the pommel horse
event in gymnastics, yet his sport
illustrates, perhaps better than any
other, the razor-wire margins
between winning and devastation.
One slight tremor in concentration,
and the dream crashes to earth.
The pressure that brings must be
extraordinary.
But as an Irish boat – and the
relieved reaction of the rivals
happy to survive in its slipstream
– showed, the rewards are an exquisite joy, the kind that only a few
will ever know or understand.
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OWERFUL, established sporting organisations do not admit
their mistakes easily.
And expressions of regret are
usually only drawn from them
in extreme circumstances.
So news that Kevin Potts, the new CEO
of the IRFU, had ‘formally apologised’ to
player representatives was a headline
announcement.
Especially as it accompanied coverage
of the IRFU’s acceptance of 30
recommendations from the independent
report into the women’s team failure to
qualify for the World Cup.
The recommendations at times attest
to the failure to develop a sufficiently
functioning high-performance system
around the women’s squad – and the
commitment on the part of the Union to
increase investment in women’s rugby
by €1 million to €4 million is significant.
There should be an instant dividend for
this group of players, but the wisest
deployment of those resources would
target the coming generations.
That is not a perspective likely to trend
on Twitter, but it is vital.
It’s important, too, to recognise that
Ireland have an enormous amount of
ground to make up in order to compete
with the best in the world.
The teams of 2013 and 2015 were exceptional in the truest sense of the word.
They were stratospheric achievers and
if they created expectations for the generations coming after them, then those
hopes were not tethered to reality.
That doesn’t excuse other failings,
but it’s a point that will soon become
central in discussions of the women’s national team.
It is sometimes said that England
have fully professional players and
the French squad are semi-professional, as if this is a standard that
Ireland must meet.
But that supposes there is a depth
of talent to resource and justify the
cost involved in supporting even a
semi-professional squad, and all
the evidence suggests there isn’t.
In that case, spending money on
full-time or even part-time
contracts that could be better spent
on longer-term initiatives that
actually get girls playing the game
at a young enough age to enable
them to reach better levels of technical accomplishment and physical
power, would not be a sensible use
of resources.
The downturn in results over
recent seasons has been sound- preparation that few if any Irish
tracked by criticism of the IRFU, women’s side had ever enjoyed.
and its failings are clear.
If the governing ambition of all
But equally clear was the involved is to make Ireland better
wretched under-performance of at Test level, the recommendations
the team in World Cup qualifiers published on Friday are a start, but
last September, especially in losing to presume they are more than that
to Spain.
is fanciful.

Developing a new high erformance culture is important.
p
But just as important is attracting
new players.
The ill-starred Women in Rugby
action plan, published by the union
in 2018, and supposed to plot a
course for the game’s development

up to 2023, included some details
on playing numbers.
In 2018, the number of adult players was given as 1,341, with a target of increasing that to 5,000 by
2023. Given how well that plan has
performed, it seems wise to assume
this target won’t be met.

hat aspect of the failure
was lost in the fall-out
from the sensational letter
written by 62 current and
former internationals, and
their scathing criticism of
the Union.
Once the IRFU got over its initial,
ill-considered reaction to the letter
– with its ‘How dare you?’ tone – it
managed a more conciliatory
approach, as the noises from
Government made clear that its
support lay with the players.
But if the defeats by Spain and
Scotland last autumn occurred
within a broader, more troubling
culture, they were still terrible
results, and came after a level of

Destroying a person judged
outside the tribe became the focus.
These dreadful stories tend to
follow a pattern, but Elliott (below)
bucked it in not succumbing to the
nastiness.
He credited the support of
friends, with one owner
giving him the use of a villa
in Portugal to escape the
frenzy.
Soon, Elliott was forgotten
about and the creeps that
tried to ruin him
reverted to ‘be kind’
hashtags, and

waited to pounce on the next poor
soul that showed some fallibility.
Reading Elliott’s thoughts on the
entire sorry mess in these pages,
one wondered if any of those who
so eagerly flew into a rage out of
all proportion to the mistake,
have ever reflected on their
conduct.
Elliott has paid for his error,
but the online vigilantes
rarely have to.
But they didn’t
beat Elliott, and
that’s worth
cheering.

DOWNER:
Sene Naoupu
is tackled
during the
disastrous
defeat by
Scotland

Talent isn’t there
now... so fund the
next generation

T

Good news that Elliott beat the mob
HIS imminent return to
Cheltenham makes Gordon Elliott’s
story a triumphant one.
A man who made a stupid mistake
was almost destroyed in a shocking
example of the power of the
demented mob.
This was a story that, within
hours, had spun out of control. The
reaction was primarily driven by
online trouble-makers, with plenty
who should know better joining in.
It stopped being about the offence
caused by Elliott’s crass decision to
sit on a dead horse. Details don’t
matter when the rabble assemble.

nTHE hand-wringing
prompted by Roman
Abramovich’s decision to sell
Chelsea brings to mind the
reaction to the ill-fated Super
League plan.
In both cases, the response
to the stories was governed by
a sudden realisation that
money dictates everything
else in the most popular sport
in the world. Shock horror!
Abramovich was being
hailed just last week for his
transformative impact on the
English game, just as Pep
Guardiola is lionised while
getting paid a fortune by the
Abu Dhabi sport-washing
enterprise at Manchester City.
Money dictates all.
But note the first figure: Ireland
is trying to compete at Test level
with a pool of players that may still
not extend to 2,000.
The plan also had the ambition to
grow youth player numbers to
6,500, from a 2018 level of 2,500.
This is the more important measure: getting young girls playing the
game, in a market where women’s
Gaelic football has surged in popularity, and where Vera Pauw and
Katie McCabe are the headline
stars of an impressive national soccer side, will not be easy.
But increase the numbers of kids
and adolescents playing, then
provide enough qualified coaches
to improve them, and the benefits
will be felt at senior level and,
eventually, at Test level.
And when they get there, the
women of tomorrow should have a
transformed culture awaiting
them, one that recognises their
right to elite standards, and that
inspires them to compete and
achieve with the best in the world.

